Welcome from Laura Watkins, CEO
It has been my pleasure to have led The Donaldson Trust for over 7 years. Our ambition is
to be at the forefront of supporting and developing policy for children and young people with
neurodiversities in Scotland, and to deliver every day in a way which ensures we are
focused on positive outcomes and can continue to increase the range of support and
development opportunities we offer. I am determined that we work as one organisation to
ensure our relevance, vibrancy and sustainability. We are about difference, not disability.
To learn more about working with us - https://vimeo.com/534609417/24178b3007
Our approach is based on unwavering attention on the child or young person, and through
person centred planning, deliver the appropriate support and development, at the time it is
relevant. We are committed to making sure that all voices of service users and stakeholders
are heard and woven into individual plans. We strive to continue to make our organisation
sustainable, ensuring that we are here now, and in the future, to offer support and
development to those children and young people who benefit from our services.
I am delighted to be working with my colleagues in the search for this key role which will
impact significantly on the future direction and focus of our organisation. As Head Teacher
you will play a critical part in the design, development and delivery of our services.
I would be pleased to hear from candidates who wish to contribute to our organisation and
what we do, and is keen to work with me, the Executive Team and our Board to lead and
shape the future at what can only be described as a stimulating time for neurodiversity in
Scotland, and further afield.
Our vision is to be the most respected organisation in Scotland for the services offered to
people with neurodiversities – if you want to be part of this, I look forward to hearing from
you.
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